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DIMACS Series in Discrete Mathematicsand Theoretical Computer ScienceVolume 00, 0000Local Search Strategies for Satis�ability TestingBART SELMAN, HENRY KAUTZ, AND BRAM COHENJan 22, 1995Abstract. It has recently been shown that local search is surprisingly good at�nding satisfying assignments for certain classes of CNF formulas [24]. Inthis paper we demonstrate that the power of local search for satis�abilitytesting can be further enhanced by employinga new strategy, called \mixedrandom walk", for escaping from local minima. We present experimentalresults showing how this strategy allows us to handle formulas that aresubstantially larger than those that can be solved with basic local search.We also present a detailed comparison of our random walk strategy withsimulated annealing. Our results show that mixed random walk is thesuperior strategy on several classes of computationally di�cult probleminstances. Finally, we present results demonstrating the e�ectiveness oflocal search with walk for solving circuit synthesis and diagnosis problems.1. IntroductionLocal search algorithms have been successfully applied to many optimizationproblems. Hansen and Jaumard [9] describe experiments using local search forMAX-SAT, i.e., the problem of �nding an assignment that satis�es as manyclauses as possible of a given conjunctive normal form (CNF) formula. In general,such local search algorithms �nd good but non-optimal solutions, and thus suchalgorithms were believed not to be suitable for satis�ability testing, where theobjective is to �nd an assignment that satis�es all clauses (if such an assignmentexists).1Recently, however, local search has been shown to be surprisingly good at�nding completely satisfying assignments for CNF problems [24, 8]. Such meth-ods outperform the best known systematic search algorithms on certain classesof large satis�ability problems. For example, GSAT, a randomized local search1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary check; Secondary check.1A clause is a disjunction of literals. A literal is a propositional variable or its negation. Aset of clauses corresponds to a CNF formula: a conjunction of disjunctions.c0000 American Mathematical Society0000-0000/00 $1.00 + $.25 per page1



2 B. SELMAN, H. KAUTZ, AND B. COHENalgorithm, can �nd satisfying assignments of computationally hard randomly-generated 3CNF formulas with over 2000 variables, whereas the current fastestsystematic search algorithms cannot handle instances from the same distributionwith more than 400 variables [1, 4].We should stress that local search methods for satis�ability testing are in-herently incomplete. That is, when a formula is satis�able, these methods canoften �nd a satisfying assignment, but they cannot show that no such assignmentexists. This has led to an interesting shift in the way problems are encoded assatis�ability problems. Traditionally, in the area of arti�cial intelligence, manytasks were formulated as theorem proving problems, and, therefore, much re-search focussed on methods for showing inconsistency or unsatis�ability. Therecent success of incomplete methods has led to the reformulation of some ofthese problems into model-�nding tasks, where solutions correspond to satisfy-ing assignments of the SAT encodings. Incomplete methods can then be used tosearch for such assignments [15, 6]. When we say that an incomplete methodcan solve much larger instances of a certain problem class than complete meth-ods, we are referring to its ability to �nd satisfying assignments (i.e., models) ofsatis�able instances in the problem class.The basic GSAT algorithm performs a local search of the space of truth-assignments by starting with a randomly-generated assignment, and then repeat-edly changing (\ipping") the assignment of a variable that leads to the largestdecrease in the total number of unsatis�ed clauses. As with any combinatorialproblem, local minima in the search space are problematic in the application oflocal search methods. A local minimum is de�ned as a state whose local neigh-borhood does not include a state that is strictly better. The standard approachin combinatorial optimization of terminating the search when a local minimumis reached [21] does not work well for Boolean satis�ability testing, since onlyglobal optima are of interest. In Selman et al. [24], it is shown that simplycontinuing to search by making non-improving, \sideways" moves, dramaticallyincreases the success rate of the algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates a typical search,plotting the number of unsatis�ed clauses as a function of the number of ipsperformed. From the �gure it is clear that the search begins with a rapid greedydescent followed by a long sequences of sideways moves. We refer to each se-quence of sideways moves as a plateau. Note that actual uphill moves almostnever occur. For a detailed quantitative study of the search space, see [7].The success of GSAT is determined by its ability to move between succes-sively lower plateaus. The search fails if GSAT can �nd no way o� of a plateau,either because such transitions from the plateau are rare or nonexistent. Whenthis occurs, one can simply restart the search at new random initial assignment.There are other mechanisms for escaping from local minima, which are based onoccasionally making uphill moves. Prominent among such approaches has beenthe use of simulated annealing [16], where a formal parameter (the \tempera-ture") controls the probability that the local search algorithm makes an uphill
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Figure 1. GSAT's search space on a randomly-generated 100variable 3CNF formula with 430 clauses.move.We propose a new mechanism for introducing such uphill moves, and pro-vide experimental evidence that our method outperforms simulated annealingon several classes of hard Boolean satis�ability problems. The strategy is basedon mixing a random walk over variables that appear in unsatis�ed clauses withthe greedy local search. The strategy can be viewed as a way of introducing noisein a very focused manner | namely, perturbing only those variables critical toto the remaining unsatis�ed clauses.We will present experimental data comparing our random walk strategy, sim-ulated annealing, random noise, and the basic GSAT procedure on computation-ally di�cult random formulas. In doing this comparison, we tuned the parametersettings of each procedure to obtain their best performance. We will see that therandom walk strategy signi�cantly outperforms the other approaches, and thatall the escape strategies are an improvement over basic GSAT.One might speculate that the good performance of the randomwalk strategy isa consequence of our choice of test instances. We therefore also ran experimentsusing several other classes of problem instances, developed by transforming othercombinatorial problems into satis�ability instances. In particular, we consideredproblems from planning [15] and circuit synthesis [13]. These experiments againdemonstrate that mixed random walk is the superior escape mechanism. Inaddition, we show that GSAT with walk is faster than systematic search oncertain circuit synthesis problems (such as adders and comparators) that containno random component. Finally, we present data on experiments with a modi�edversion of the random walk strategy that further improves performance overGSAT with walk.2. Local Search for Satis�ability TestingGSAT performs a greedy local search for a satisfying assignment of a set of



4 B. SELMAN, H. KAUTZ, AND B. COHENProcedure GSATfor i := 1 to MAX-TRIEST := a randomly generated truth assignmentfor j := 1 to MAX-FLIPSif T satis�es � then return TFlip any variable in T that results in greatestdecrease (can be 0 or negative)in the number of unsatis�ed clausesend forend forreturn \No satisfying assignment found"Figure 2. The GSAT procedure.propositional clauses. See Figure 2. The procedure starts with a randomly gen-erated truth assignment. It then changes (`ips') the assignment of the variablethat leads to the greatest decrease in the total number of unsatis�ed clauses.Such ips are repeated until either a satisfying assignment is found or a pre-setmaximumnumber of ips (MAX-FLIPS) is reached. This process is repeated asneeded up to a maximum of MAX-TRIES times.In [24], we showed that GSAT substantially outperforms backtracking searchprocedures, such as the Davis-Putnam procedure, on various classes of formulas,including randomly generated formulas and SAT encodings of graph coloringproblems [12].As noted above, local minima in the search space of a combinatorial problemare the primary obstacle to the application of local search methods. GSAT'suse of sideways moves does not completely eliminate this problem, because thealgorithm can still become stuck on a plateau (a set of neighboring states eachwith an equal number of unsatis�ed clauses). Therefore, it is useful to employmechanisms that escape from local minima or plateaus by making uphill moves(ips that increase the number of unsatis�ed clauses). We will now discuss twomechanisms for making such moves.22.1. Simulated Annealing. Simulated annealing introduces uphill movesinto local search by using a noise model based on statistical mechanics [16]. Weemploy the annealing algorithm de�ned in [12]: Start with a randomly gener-ated truth assignment. Repeatedly pick a random variable, and compute �, thechange in the number of unsatis�ed clauses when that variable is ipped. If� � 0 (a downhill or sideways move), make the ip. Otherwise, ip the variablewith probability e��=T , where T is a formal parameter called the temperature.2If the only possible move for GSAT is uphill, it will make such a move, but such \forced"uphill moves are quite rare, and are not e�ective in escaping from local minima or plateaus.



LOCAL SEARCH STRATEGIES FOR SATISFIABILITY TESTING 5The temperature may be either held constant,3 or slowly decreased from a hightemperature to near zero according to a cooling schedule. One often uses geo-metric schedules, in which the temperature is repeatedly reduced by multiplyingit by a constant factor (< 1).Given a �nite cooling schedule, simulated annealing is not guaranteed to �nda global optimum | that is, an assignment that satis�es all clauses. Thereforein our experiments we use multiple random starts.The basic GSAT algorithm is very similar to annealing at temperature zero,but di�ers in that GSAT naturally employ restarts and always makes a downhillmove if one is available. required to �nd a solution.2.2. The Random Walk Strategy. Consider the following algorithm fortesting the satis�ability of CNF formulas. Start with a random truth assignment;randomly select a clause not satis�ed by this assignment; ip the truth assign-ment of one of the letters occuring in this clause (the clause becomes satis�ed);repeat the last two steps until the assignment satis�es all clauses. Papadimitriou[20] shows that such a surprisingly simple randomized strategy �nds assignmentsfor 2CNF formulas in O(n2) steps with probability approaching one, where n isthe number of propositional letters. However, this method does not work forgeneral CNF.We therefore propose the following approach, that mixes the 2CNF strategywith greedy search:Random Walk StrategyWith probability p, pick a variable occuring in someunsatis�ed clause and ip its truth assignment.With probability 1� p, follow the standard GSAT scheme,i.e., make the best possible local move.A natural and simpler variation of the random walk strategy is not to restrictthe choice of a randomly ipped variable to the set of variables that appear in un-satis�ed clauses. We will refer to this modi�cation as the random noise strategy.Note that random walk di�ers from both simulated annealing and random noise,in that in random walk upward moves are closely linked to unsatis�ed clauses.The experiments discussed below will show that the random walk strategy isgenerally signi�cantly better.3. Experimental ResultsWe compared the basic GSAT algorithm, simulated annealing, random walk,and random noise strategies on a test suite including both randomly-generatedCNF problems and Boolean encodings of other combinatorial problems. Theresults are given in the Tables 1, 2, and 3. For each strategy we give the average3This form of annealing corresponds to the Metropolis algorithm [10].



6 B. SELMAN, H. KAUTZ, AND B. COHENtime in seconds it took to �nd a satisfying assignment and the average numberof ips it required.For each strategy we used at least 100 random restarts (MAX-TRIES settingin GSAT) on each problem instance; if we needed more than 20 restarts before�nding an assignment, then the strategy was restarted up to 1,000 times. Withthis choice of the maximumnumber of restarts, almost all averages in the tablesare based on at least �ve successful runs. A \*" in the tables indicates thatno solution was found after running for more than 20 hours or using more than1,000 restarts.4The parameters of each method were varied over a range of values, and onlythe results of the best settings are included in the table. For basic GSAT, wevaried MAX-FLIPS and MAX-TRIES; for GSAT with random walk, we alsovaried the probability p with which a non-greedy move is made, and similarlyfor GSAT with random noise. In all of our experiments, the optimal value ofp was found to be between 0.5 and 0.6. For constant temperature simulatedannealing, we varied the temperature T from 5 to 0 in steps of 0.05. (At T = 5,uphill moves are accepted with probability greater than 0.8.) For the randomformulas, the best performance was found at T = 0:2. The planning formulasrequired a higher temperature, T = 0:5, while the Boolean circuit synthesisproblems were solved most quickly at a low temperature, T = 0:15.We also experimented with various geometric cooling schedules. Surprisingly,we did not �nd any geometric schedule that was better than the best constant-temperature schedule. We could not even signi�cantly improve the average num-ber of restarts needed before �nding a solution by extremely slow cooling sched-ules, regardless of the e�ect on execution time. A possible explanation for this isthat almost all the work in solving CNF problems lies in satisfying the last fewunsatis�ed clauses. This corresponds to the low-temperature tail of a geometricschedule, where the temperature has little variation.3.1. Hard Random Formulas. Random instances of CNF formulas areoften used in evaluating satis�ability procedures because they can be easily gen-erated and lack any underlying \hidden" structure often present in hand-craftedinstances. Unfortunately, unless great care is taken in specifying the parametersof the random distribution, the problems so created can be trivial to solve; forexample, an algorithm that simply guessed a random truth assignment might bevery likely to succeed [5]. Mitchell et al. [19] demonstrate that computationallydi�cult random problems can be generated using the uniform distribution or�xed-clause length model as follows: Let N be the number of variables, K thenumber of literals per clause, and L the number of clauses. Each instance isobtained by generating L random clauses each containing K literals. The Kliterals are generated by randomly selecting K variables, and each of the vari-4The algorithms were implemented in C and ran on an SGI Challenge with a 100 MHzMIPS R4400 processor. For code and experimental data, contact the �rst author.



LOCAL SEARCH STRATEGIES FOR SATISFIABILITY TESTING 7formula GSAT Simul. Ann.basic walk noisevars clauses time ips time ips time ips time ips100 430 .4 7554 .2 2385 .6 9975 .6 4748200 860 22 284693 4 27654 47 396534 21 106643400 1700 122 2.6�106 7 59744 95 892048 75 552433600 2550 1471 30�106 35 241651 929 7.8�106 427 2.7�106800 3400 * * 286 1.8�106 * * * *1000 4250 * * 1095 5.8�106 * * * *2000 8480 * * 3255 23�106 * * * *Table 1. Comparing noise strategies on hard random 3CNFinstances.ables is negated with a 50% probability. The di�culty of such formulas criticallydepends on the ratio between N and L. The hardest formulas lie around theregion where there is a 50% chance of the randomly generated formula beingsatis�able. For 3CNF formulas (K = 3), experiments show that this is the casefor L � 4:3N . (For larger N the the critical ratio for the 50% point convergesto approximately 4.2 [2, 17].) We tested the algorithms on formulas around the4.3 point ranging in size from 100 to 2000 variables.Table 1 presents our results. For the smallest (100-variable) formula, weobserve little di�erence in the running times. As the number of variables increase,however, the random walk strategy signi�cantly dominates the other approaches.Both random noise and simulated annealing also improve upon basic GSAT,but neither of these methods found solutions for largest three formulas.5 Theperformance of GSAT with walk is quite impressive, especially considered the factthat fastest current systematic search methods cannot �nd satisfying assignmentsfor hard random 3CNF instances with over 400 variables [4].The columns marked with \ips" give the average number of ips required to�nd an assignment. (A \ip" in our simulated annealing algorithm is an actualchange in the truth assignment. We do not count ips that were consideredbut not made.) When comparing the number of ips required by the variousstrategies, we arrive at the same conclusion about the relative e�ciencies ofthe methods. This shows that our observations based on the running timesare not simply a consequence of di�erences in the relative e�ciencies of ourimplementations.Finally, let us briey consider the average number of restarts needed before�nding a solution. Basic GSAT easily gets stuck on plateaus, and requires manyrandom restarts, in particular for larger formulas. On the other hand, our exper-iments show that GSAT with walk is practically guaranteed to �nd a satisfying5GSAT with walk �nds approximately 50% of the formulas in the hard region to be satis-�able, as would be expected at the transition point for SAT. For example, we considered a setof 1000 variable, 4246 clause formulas (a good estimate of the 50% point). Out of 40 formulas,we found 24 to be satis�able.



8 B. SELMAN, H. KAUTZ, AND B. COHENformula GSAT Simul. Ann.basic walk noiseid vars clauses time ips time ips time ips time ipsmed. 273 2311 7.5 70652 0.4 3464 4.5 41325 4.5 12147rev. 201 1382 3.7 41693 0.3 3026 2.5 29007 2.7 9758hanoi 417 2559 * * 46 334096 1825 16�106 2790 4.1�106huge 937 14519 * * 38 143956 5340 37�106 7161 4.4�106Table 2. Comparing noise strategies on SAT encodings of plan-ning problems.assignment (if one exists). Apparently, mixing random walk over variables in theunsatis�ed clauses with greedy moves allows one to escape almost always fromplateaus that have few or no states from which a downhill move can be made.The other two strategies also need fewer restarts than basic GSAT but the e�ectis less dramatic.3.2. Planning Problems. As a second example of the e�ectiveness of thevarious escape strategies, we consider encodings of blocks-world planning prob-lems [15]. Such formulas are very challenging for basic GSAT. Examination ofthe best assignments found when GSAT fails to �nd a satisfying assignment in-dicates that di�culties arise from extremely deep local minima. For example,the planning problem labeled \Hanoi" corresponds to the familiar \towers ofHanoi" puzzle, in which one moves a stack of disks between three pegs whilenever placing a larger disk on top of a smaller disk. There are many truth as-signments that satisfy nearly all of the clauses that encode this problem, butthat are very di�erent from the correct satisfying assignment; for example, sucha near-assignment may correspond to slipping a disk out from the bottom of thestack.As seen in Table 2, GSAT with random walk is far superior. As before, basicGSAT fails to solve the largest problems. GSAT with walk is about 100 timesfaster than our best results for simulated annealing on the two largest problems,and over 200 times faster than random noise. The random noise and annealingstrategies on the large problems also require many more restarts than the randomwalk strategy before �nding a solution.3.3. Circuit Synthesis. Kamath et al. [13] developed a set of SAT en-codings of Boolean circuit synthesis problems in order to test a satis�abilityprocedure based on integer programming. The task under consideration was toderive a logical circuit from its input-output behavior. Selman et al. [24] showedthat basic GSAT was competitive with their integer-programming method. InTable 3, we give our experimental results on �ve of the hardest instances con-sidered by Kamath et al. As is clear from the table, both the random walkand the simulated annealing strategies signi�cantly improve upon GSAT, withrandom walk being somewhat better than simulated annealing. For comparison,



LOCAL SEARCH STRATEGIES FOR SATISFIABILITY TESTING 9formula Int.P. GSAT Simul. Ann.basic walk noiseid vars time time ips time ips time ips time ipsf16a1 1650 2039 114 709895 4.2 3371 708 1025454 25 98105f16b1 1728 78 452 2870019 24 25529 2199 2872226 22 96612f16c1 1580 758 3.5 12178 1.6 1545 11 14614 8.4 21222f16d1 1230 1547 174 872219 6.2 5582 371 387491 8.4 25027f16e1 1245 2156 1.7 2090 1.8 1468 3 3130 6.3 5867Table 3. Comparing noise strategies on the circuit synthesisproblem instances as studied in Kamath et al..we also included the original timings reported by Kamath et al.6 In this case,the random noise strategy does not lead to an improvement over basic GSAT.In fact mixing in random noise appears to degrade GSAT's performance. Notethat the basic GSAT procedure already performs quite well on these formulas,which suggests that they are relatively easy compared to our other benchmarkproblems.The instances from Kamath et al. [13] were derived from randomly wiredBoolean circuits. So, although the SAT encodings contain some intricate struc-ture from the underlying Boolean gates, there is still a random aspect to theproblem instances. Recently, Kamath et al. [14] have generalized their approach,to allow for circuits with multiple outputs. Using this formulation, we can en-code Boolean circuits that are useful in practical applications. Some examplesare adder and comparator circuits. We encoded the I/O behavior of several ofsuch circuits, and used GSAT with walk to solve them. Table 4 shows our re-sults. (\GSAT+w" denotes GSAT with walk. We used p = 0:5. We will discussthe \WSAT" column below.) The type of circuit is indicated in the table. Forexample, every satisfying assignment for the formula 2bitadd 11 corresponds toa design for a 2-bit adder using a PLA (Programmable Logic Array). The su�x\11" indicates that the circuit is constrained to use only 11 AND-gates. We seefrom the table that GSAT with walk can solve the instances in times that rangefrom less than a second to a few minutes. We also included the timings for theDavis-Putnam (DP) procedure. We used a variant of this procedure developedby Crawford and Auton [2]. This procedure is currently one of the fastest com-plete methods, but it is quite surprising to see that it only solves two of theinstances.7 (A \?" indicates that the method ran for 10 hrs without �nding anassignment.) The good performance of GSAT with walk on these problems in-dicates that local search methods can perform well on structured problems thatdo not contain any random component.6Kamath et al.'s satis�abilityprocedure ran on a VAX 8700 with code written in FORTRANand C.7Preliminary experiments indicate that some of these formulas can also be solved by com-bining DP with multiple starts that randomly permute variables. We thank Jimi Crawford fordiscussions on this issue.



10 B. SELMAN, H. KAUTZ, AND B. COHENformula DP GSAT+w WSATid vars clauses time time time2bitadd 12 708 1702 * 0.081 0.0132bitadd 11 649 1562 * 0.058 0.0143bitadd 32 8704 32316 * 94.1 1.03bitadd 31 8432 31310 * 456.6 0.72bitcomp 12 300 730 23096 0.009 0.0022bitcomp 5 125 310 1.4 0.009 0.001Table 4. Comparing an e�cient complete method (DP) withlocal search strategies on circuit synthesis problems. (Timingsin seconds.) formula DP GSAT+w WSATid vars clauses time time timessa7552-038 1501 3575 7 129 2.3ssa7552-158 1363 3034 * 90 2ssa7552-159 1363 3032 * 14 0.8ssa7552-160 1391 3126 * 18 1.5Table 5. Comparing DP with local search strategies on circuitdiagnosis problems by Larrabee. (Timings in seconds.)3.4. Circuit Diagnosis. Larrabee [18] proposed a translation of the prob-lem of test pattern generation for VLSI circuits into a SAT problem. Wecompared the performance of GSAT with walk and that of DP on several ofLarrabee's formulas. Our results are in table 5.8 We see that GSAT with walkagain works very well, especially compared to DP's systematic search. Theseresults and the ones for circuit synthesis are of particular interest because theyinvolve encodings of problems with clear practical applications, and are not justuseful as benchmark problems for testing satis�ability procedures.4. Modifying the Random Walk StrategyWe have recently begun to experiment with a new algorithm that implementsGSAT's random walk strategy with subtle but signi�cant modi�cations. Thisnew algorithm, called WSAT (for \walk sat"), makes ips by �rst randomlypicking a clause that is not satis�ed by the current assignment, and then picking(either at random or according to a greedy heuristic) a variable within that clauseto ip. Thus, while GSAT with walk can be viewed as adding \walk" to a greedyalgorithm, WSAT can be viewed as adding greediness as a heuristic to randomwalk. The \WSAT" columns in Tables 4 and 5 shows that WSAT can give a8The table contains some typical satis�able instances from a collection made available byAllan van Gelder and Yumi Tsuji at the University of California at Irvine.
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